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Final Fantasy XV has an overwhelming selection of all types of weapons - both melee and long-range combat. There is also a special armiger weapon that can only be equipped with the main character of the game - Noctis.But they are not the only viable options, as there are some really cool swords, daggers, pistols and machines that can eventually be upgraded to much better versions. In this top 15 selection we chose a few picks
from each class to make sure that each type of weapon gets an equal spotlight. Note: You have to complete the game first and then use Umbra to travel back in time to get most of the weapons. In addition, you will find brief instructions on how to find and upgrade these amazing weapons. The list includes: So without further ado, here are the best weapons in the FFXV and places where you can find them! Editors' Note: A few moments

of confusion have been corrected 12/14/16. If you don't like great words too much, here's the best alternative - Soul Saber. You can get it as a reward for one of Randolph's quests, The Cursed Legend. You can find Randolph at the farmers market in Lestollum. The Cursed Legend mission involves killing a beast named Falaris. This is level 85 enemy, so prepare yourself for a devastating battle. Great words and fiery spells work
perfectly against him. In order to get the final sword in Final Fantasy XV, Ultima Blade, you need to complete several quests and one specific hunt. Here's a complete guide to how to get this exceptional weapon. Three quests require Noctis to upgrade his Engine Blade sword, and then you need to hunt duplicorns and Spiracorns to get Sturdy Helixhorn. The most powerful weapon in the game is an easy find... Well, almost. You need
to get to the Baluve mines and find a locked vault door. This is one of many such doors that can be found in the dungeons of Final Fantasy XV. Once you have the key, you will be able to walk through the doors and pick up the great sword of the Apocalypse. It's a great alternative to the Apocalypse and Dominica's great-words. You can get an iron duke as a reward for beating Bennu - a huge bird boss. In order to activate this fight you
need to start a side quest called Legend Is Born. Talk to Randolph in Lestollum to snatch the mission and the sword. You can get the best daggers in Final Fantasy XV, perform the latest side quest given by Randolph in Lestollum - Wonderful Weapon. However, this is not an easy task, as you will face an extremely dangerous enemy called Naglfar. It uses strong dark elementary attacks and has a huge health pool, so you have to be
at least level 80 to be able to defeat it. Have a pair of Robber's daggers in the game. The first is easy to get by trading 4 Caem Carrots with Tony in Cape Jam. Then, you can upgrade them to much better robbers by doing a Cid search. Looks like it's You have to bring him a barbed braid that can only be obtained from a Wasp soldier in Malmalam Thicket. Once you have an item, return it to Sid and upgrade the daggers. This ultimate
magnum gun can be located in the secret area of Baluve Mains - the same place where you found the great word Apocalypse. But in order to get the death penalty you have to kill the boss of the dungeon, the Pyromanth. The coolest thing about this firearm is that it has a tiny chance to kill the enemy. But even without this ability, the death penalty inflicts incredible amounts of damage on its own. This incredibly powerful gun appears
after you kill boss Lahma Flan in Keycatrich. Lahmu is a very strong demon, which has almost no weaknesses and is resistant to insta-murders. You have to be very careful here as the boss constantly throws a lot of fire, lightning and ice spells. When you do with it, the Hyper Magnum will be available for collection. Flayer is a powerful spear weapon that can be obtained after cleaning each floor of the steyliff Grove location. You must
also have a key previously obtained from Ezma to be able to unlock the storage door. The ultimate boss - Mictlantecihuatl - is weak for daggers and icy spells. Also, if you have any other polearms in the cache, then they will be just as effective against this beast. You may have already found the original Auto crossbow in keycatrich, but this iteration is not very strong. However, you can update it, bringing Sid Cactuar needles. It's a very
rare object that can only be narrowed down by killing as a ttoir that appears in the morning in the northwest of Hammerhead. Once you bring Sid Cactuar needles, you will be rewarded with a better auto crossbow, which is not only powerful but also provides you with a huge resistance damage bonus. By default, the gravitational well version can be located inside the office in the Aracheole Stronghold hangar. You can bring it to Sid's
garage at Hammerhead and he will be able to upgrade it to the best gravity well. All you need is to find a hydraulic cylinder that spawns in a place shown north of Fort Vaullerey (see video below). Better Gravity Well is an excellent weapon if you want to increase your magical abilities. The original circular saw falls after you kill Loki at the prairie outpost. Later you can update it with Sky Gemstone - a peculiar item that can be snatched
by performing a feline holiday quest at Cape Caem, The Patio Dungeon, or at the beginning of Chapter 12. Noctis needs to feed Monica, Cat, and as a reward he will get the necessary item for this Circular Saw update. You will surely enjoy this weapon, which will greatly increase your vitality. At the beginning of Chapter 12, as soon as you get off the train at Tenebrae, you will eventually have to talk to Maria. Next to it you can find the
sky gem. You can also 2 Sky Gemstones in Patioss dungeon, but it requires you to update Fly. You can also enter only at night. You will find this huge sword after defeating Jabberwock - level 58 dragon located in the Tower of Costlemark. However, the journey to the Great Word of the High must begin with the search for Viv, the Gods, and the Kings. You will be given the task to take photos of the Tomb of the High, located in
Falgrove. There you will find a note that will lead you to the actual location of the sword. This massive halberd can be obtained after the assassination of boss Arachne and the entrance to the Royal Tomb of the Conqueror. The tomb itself is located in the Keycatrich Vpad. Arachna is quite easy to kill with any sword and fiery spells. The Conqueror's axe gives Noctis extra strength when equipped, and is rightly considered one of the
most powerful royal arms in Final Fantasy XV. At the end of Chapter 12 you will fight a daemon boss called Deathclaw. This fight is part of the Breath of Glacian quest that provides you with an amazingly beautiful Oracle Trident trident. You get it from Ghana after the murder of Ddenyslav, who is mostly vulnerable to fiery spells. Also, beware of its massive aerial attacks, but other than that it shouldn't be too complicated. What other
great weapon did we miss from Final Fantasy XV? Let us know in the comments below. The best weapon in the FFXV manual shows all the ultimate weapons purchased at the end of the game. End of the weapon game give a significant boost in attacking damage, but some lack additional statistics. This is why Armiger weapons (royal weapons) are the perfect choice for stats boosts. Perhaps the best combination of basic weapons
for full capacity is the presence of three weapons and conventional weapons. Armiger Armiger weapons are the weapon of the previous kings. Many of them can be obtained through the main story, but some of them you may miss. The best things about Armiger weapons are their stats boosts. They can increase resistance to various types of damage, untreated physical damage and more. To get the stats Armiger raises, they only
need to be shelled. The downside of Armiger's weapons is that they can only be used by Noctis (because they are royal hands) and they also deplete his health bar when he attacks. All Armiger Showcase Weapons Identify where all Armigers continue here: Armiger Places Guide.NameAttackStatsDescriptionSSY Wise194-100 HP, No 30 Vitality/Magic/SpiritA King built a mighty wall and defended the kingdom. It was his sword. It
devastates enemies with a pre-emptive warp strike. Axe Conqueror483-60 Power, -80 VitalityA king has accomplished great feats of arms, expanded his kingdom, and made his people prosper. It was his halberd. It destroys chaos with slow but mighty blows. The Swords of the Wanderer153-50 Vitality/SpiritA King was as fast as the wind, and went where no one had gone before. Those were his blades. Besides, they rain fury
together they supply Blows. Mace of Fierce334-300 HP, -50% Shot ResistanceA King was gentle in front of his people ogre on the battlefield. It was his mace. He deals crushing blows to mighty enemies. The Blade Mystic396-150 HP, No. 30 Vitality, 20% Dark ResistanceA King rose to protect the world with Oracle. It was his sword. When swung, it enhances the skill of the owner. Scepter of Magic Pious237-150, King of the Dark
Resistance At 50% ruled the kingdom according to divine law and worked hand in hand with the Oracle. It was his staff. He smites enemies with a blade of light. Onions From Magic Clever203-80, King of the Resistance Shot 50%, versed in countless arts, both combative and intellectual. It was his crossbow. The bearer skewers enemies, fluttering on the battlefield. The star of Rogue177'20% Fire/Ice/Lighting ResistanceA queen
rejected the public's eyes and took into the shadows. It was her brother-in-law. From near and far, it traces deadly arcs left and right. Shield Just251-1000 HP, -50 MP, -100 Power, 200 Vitality, 10% All ResistanceA queen dedicated herself to the world and was loved by all. It was her shield. He deflects punches and strengthens the recovery while rising defensively. Trident Oracle388-60 mpA strong and noble woman was loved by the
world. She gave the star a sukkor and co-eded man and God together. It was the trident of her line. This makes the allied hologram holder. The Sword Tall518-200 HP, No.30 Spirit, -40% All Magical Resistance King was built like a mountain, towering over all the others. That was his great word. The resonating blade is torn and torn through enemies. Katana Warrior361-100 Spirit, 25% All Magic Resistance, -50% Dark King of
Resistance Was changed forever when his beloved queen was taken from him prematurely. It was his katana. It is drawn and strikes in one heartbeat. The Sword of the Father141-100 Power / MagicA king was the father of the Chosen, and cherished the Light that will shine on all creation. It was his mighty sword. It does great more. Cerberus is the only sniper rifle in Final Fantasy 15. It may not have great stats, but it's definitely one
of the best firearms in the FFXV. This powerful sighting weapon allows you to zoom in and point certain points on the enemy's body, but the weapon can only be used by Noctis. Weapons can be found at Fort Volleri Imperial Base as soon as you reach Chapter 6. If you want to collect this concealed weapon we have a detailed screenshot of the Cerberus Sniper Rifle Location guide.YOU can also LIKE: Final Fantasy 15 Glitch lets you
explore the Niflheim Sniper pickup. A map of the location of the building and the characteristics of the sniper. Ulrik's Kukris are the daggers used by Nix in Kingsglyve. They are really hard to get and you will have to defeat a powerful enemy in Insomnia before you can purchase them. If you are interested in getting these weapons, check out our Ulrika Kukris Location - How to Breed Psychomancer Guide. Dominator is an extremely
strong great sword that can be found in collectibles in a place north of Alstor Slough. You'll have complete the game in order to show. It has 583 attacks, adds 298 health to the user (Noct or Gladio) and increases dark resistance by 32%. The statistics are not surprising, but it compensates for the amount of damage it does. Dungeon Seal Door Arms Once you are at the end of the game, you can talk to Ezma. This old lady is located at
the headquarters of Meldacio Hunter, in the northwest part of the map. She gives you the key to the sealed doors. These doors are in dungeons. When they open, they show the entrance to the most difficult part of this dungeon. At the end of these dungeon parts you can collect the ultimate weapon. These weapons are not royal weapons (can be used by anyone) and they have a lot of damage to the output. Location
EzmaNameAttackStatsLocation/ Recommended LevelDescriptionHyper Magnum388-21 SpiritKeycatrich trench / 55A pistol designed with simple destruction in mind. While he doesn't harbor any improvements, he shoots rounds with exceptional force. The Executioner363-22 SpiritGlacier Grotto / 65A pistol is designed to devastate stationary targets. It causes additional harm when using vulnerable enemies. Enhancer276-12
MPFociaugh Hollow / 65While he has no special powers, this one-handed sword is valued for its unsurpassed attack force. Precision Lance266-Daurell Cave / 72A polearm is designed to help its owner target the enemy's weak spot. Increases the likelihood of a critical impact landing. Death penalty424-25 SpiritBalouve Mina / 78A terrible gun using ammunition that inflict fatal wounds. One blow has the right to kill instantly.
Flayer337/Steyliff Grove / 86A Mysterious Weapon of Unknown Origin, he ends a barrage of attacks with a devastating coup de Greinum executioner Firearms Randolph Weapon quest randolph quest gives appears near the end of the game in Lestallum. This client gives the most difficult hunting quests. Once you kill the monster for which he sent you, you will get a powerful weapon as a reward. The location of
RandolphNameAttackStats' name (level)DescriptionIron Duke531-20 StrengthA Legend was born (55)Raw, but reliable big sword, which goes without enchantment. It is designed with simple devastation in mind. Dragoon Lance246-15% Fire, 14% Ice, 16% Lighting ResistanceDreadful Legend (65) Made from elementaryly resistant scale dragons, this polearm protects its owner, mitigating damage from fire, ice and lighting.
Sidrich327-50 Vitality, 14% Shot ResistanceLegend Wrapped in Enigma (75) Shield, formed from many layers of armor. Blink's performance increases the force of the attack. Soul Saber343-12 MPCursed Legend (85) The most unusual blade that strikes enemies with greater force as the endurance of the flag holder. Will Crossblades3455 MP, No25 MagicWondrous Weapon (99) Blades for virtuosos who know how to avoid blows.
The most lethal is when the owner is in full health. Iron Duke Dragoon Lance Sidrich The soul of Saber zwill CrossbladesOnce you get in the chapter of Brave New World, and about to leave Lucis, you can talk to Iris. She's She Give you a side quest to plant carrots. Tomorrow you can collect them. As soon as you do, Tony will show up. Among other things, he sells weapons of four carrots each. All of them can be updated. They all
have the same description: A unique weapon created with Insomnian technology. It absorbs the elementary forces of the defeated enemies. Tony Carrot GuyNameTypeAttackAttack II (Updated version)StatsForce StealerGreatsword210463-202 HP, No 6 MPPlunderersDaggers111212-10 MP, No 10 MagicAbsorb ShieldShield83198-10 MP, No30 Vitality, No12 Shot ResistanceValiantFirearms147301-11 MP, No12 Spirit Force Stealers
Absorb Firearms Firearms Firearms Equipment Although this weapon can be purchased even at the beginning of the game, the greatest value they add are their special attacks and the fact that they vary weapons. If you equip Prompto with them, it can use their power without your interference. Some machines, such as Gravity Well, carry out an attack called Gravity Sphere. This particular attack resembles the talent of the Ascension
called Gravisphere. This way you save 26 attribute points. There is also one more thing. You can upgrade them to make them even better. This is the endgame goal for them. You can find these updates and the name elements needed to complete them on our homepage links to FFXV: Strategy Guides and Walkthroughs.NameAttackStatsDescription Auto Crossbow61-12 HP, 10% Shot ResistanceMachinery, which unleashes a
powerful shock wave against enemies and shoots a barrage of crossbow bolts. Gravity Well108-8 MagicMachinery, which unleashes a powerful shock wave against enemies and pulls them with a gravitational sphere. Circular Force Saw90, 7% Shot ResistanceMachinery, which unleashes a powerful shock wave against enemies and inflicts repeated damage with rotating blades. Bioblaster74-Machinery, which unleashes a powerful
shock wave against enemies and dissipates poisonous fog. Noiseblaster153-11 SpiritMachinery, which unleashes a powerful shock wave against enemies and emits a beating sound wave on a wide area. Drillbreaker181-7 hp, No.5 Power, 8% Shot Resistance Machchineri, which unleashes a powerful shock wave against enemies and inflicts repeated damage with piercing drills. Bioblaster Circular Saw Gravity Well Shumblaster
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